PUBLIC NOTICE

PURCHASING AGENCY: St. Cloud State University

TITLE: Skate Sharpening Commercial Machine

REFERENCE #: 333703/33370603312021

RESPONSE TO THIS SOLICITATION IS DUE NO LATER THAN 04/15/2021 AT 2:00 PM Central Time

SHIP TO INFORMATION: Email Only
Ted Mears
ejmears@stcloudstate.edu
St. Cloud, MN 56301

NOTES: This is a single source posting notification; there are no solicitation documents. St. Cloud State University intends to purchase a Skate Sharpening Machine with Elite Sharpening Inc. Elite Sharpening Inc. provides a sharpener that can scan and register skate blade shape, preserves and maintains blade profile, sharpen both skate blades at the same time all automatically. This system detects changes in blade angle and position at every millimeter and adjusts speed and pressure to remove exactly the same amount of material along the length of the blade. In real time, this system uses sophisticated algorithms to react to hundreds of data points in order to accurately reproduce the existing blade profile throughout the sharpening process the equipment with specifications below which includes specific capabilities and enhancements. For this reason, this purchase has been deemed a single source due the requirements this University has for the equipment.

Line: 1
Part: EV3-0000H Rev: 01
ES4 SHARPENER ASM
Line: 2
Part: EV3-5001C Rev: 05
SHARPENING WHEEL 3/8
Line: 3
Part: EV3-5001E Rev: 05
SHARPENING WHEEL 1/2
Line: 4
Part: EV3-5001G Rev: 05
SHARPENING WHEEL 5/8
Line: 5
Part: EV3-50011 Rev: 05
SHARPENING WHEEL 3/4
Line: 6
Part: EV3-5001M Rev: 05
SHARPENING WHEEL 1"
Line: 7
Part: BHI-0000A Rev: 00
BLADE HOLDER
Line:8
Part: EV3-0102A Rev: 01
WHEEL CABINET
Line:9
Part: 581-0000A Rev: 00
STONING BLOCK ASM
Line:10
Part: 551-10002 Rev: 00
SHARPENER TOOLKIT
Line:11
Part: 550-10004 Rev: 00
VACUUM BAG
Part: EV3-0101B Rev: 00 ROLLING RAMP
Line: 12 / Part: EV3-0101A Rev: 00 / Pallet
Line: 13 / Part: EV3-0101B Rev: 00 / Rolling Ramp
Line: 14 / shipping and handling]

If anyone has any concerns regarding this single source opportunity you must contact Ted Mears via e-mail to ejmears@stcloudstate.edu before 04/15/2021 AT 2:00PM Central Time. Note: All correspondence must include reference number.

Date This Solicitation Was Posted: 04-01-2021